INTRODUCTION
The atmospheric optical turbulence is an effect that acts on the propagation of light waves through the atmosphere. Its origin is on random variations of the refractive index associated to temperature fluctuations. Atmospheric optical turbulence drastically affects to astronomical observations, limiting the capabilities of ground-based telescopes. The refractive index structure parameter, C 2 N , constitutes a quantitative measure of the atmospheric optical turbulence strength (Tatarskii 1971)[e.g.] which depends on the position. C 2 N as a function of the altitude is commonly referred to as optical turbulence profile, being a relevant variable in the definition of adaptive optics systems in astronomy. The SCIntillation Detection And Ranging (SCIDAR) technique is an efficient technique to measure the optical turbulence profiles in astronomical observatories. SCIDAR is based on the analysis of the intensity distribution (scintillation patterns) at the pupil plane (classical-SCIDAR) or at a virtual plane (generalized-SCIDAR) of a telescope when observing a double-star. Atmospheric turbulence profiles are derived through the inversion of the normalized autocovariance of a large number of scintillation patterns. The SCIDAR ⋆ E-mail: bgarcia@iac.es technique, in its classical or generalized versions, has been extensively explained in previous papers (Vernin & Roddier 1973; Rocca, Roddier, & Vernin 1974; Fuchs et al. 1994; Avila, Vernin & Masciadri 1997; Kluckers et al. 1998; Johnston et al. 2002) . The classical-SCIDAR (Vernin & Roddier 1973; Rocca, Roddier, & Vernin 1974) is not sensitive to turbulence at the observatory level while generalized-SCIDAR (Fuchs et al. 1994; Avila, Vernin & Masciadri 1997; Kluckers et al. 1998; Johnston et al. 2002 ) is able to measure this turbulence by locating the analysis plane in a virtual position a few kilometers below the pupil plane. Generalized SCI-DAR has been extensively used in astronomical sites to study the atmospheric optical turbulence for applications in the development of adaptive optics systems and site characterization (Avila, Vernin & Masciadri 1997; Fuchs et al. 1998; Kluckers et al. 1998; Avila et al. 1998; Kern et al. 2000; Prieur et al. 2001; Avila et al. 2001; Wilson et al. 2003; Avila et al. 2004; Tokovinin et al. 2005; García-Lorenzo & Fuensalida 2006; Egner et al. 2007; Vernin et al. 2007; Fuensalida et al. 2008 noted that generalized-SCIDAR data processing leads to an overestimation of the optical turbulence strength (Johnston et al. 2002) that was assumed as negligible at any altitude. Avila & Cuevas (2009) demonstrated that this overestimation might be negligible or relevant strongly depending on the selected observational parametersnamely telescope diameter, double-star angular separation and analysis plane conjugation altitude. An analytical expression to calculate the actual errors induced during generalized-SCIDAR data processing as well as a procedure for the correct recalibration of C 2 N profiles derived from generalized-SCIDAR observations were also provided in Avila & Cuevas (2009) . This procedure has been already applied to re-calibrate atmospheric optical turbulence profiles retrieved in Mt Graham (Masciadri et al. 2010 ), El Teide (García-Lorenzo & Fuensalida 2011 , and San Pedro Mártir (Avila et al. 2011) observatories.
The atmospheric optical turbulence monitoring programme at the Roque de los Muchachos Observatory (ORM hereafter) started in 2004. The classical data processing (Kluckers et al. 1998) [see e.g.] was performed to retrieved the C 2 N profiles from the generalized-SCIDAR observations assuming negligible errors induced in the data treatment. Results derived from the C 2 N profiles in the ORM database were already published Garcia-Lorenzo et al. 2009b; García-Lorenzo et al. 2007; Fuensalida et al. 2007 Fuensalida et al. , 2004a before the Avila & Cuevas (2009) work. In this paper, we present the database of atmospheric optical turbulence profiles recorded at the ORM through generalized-SCIDAR observations, the largest database of C 2 N (h) for an astronomical site that has been published so far. We also perform the recalibration of the C 2 N profiles in the ORM database to compensate for the errors introduced during data processing. We analyze the implications in the statistical results derived from this database before and after the recalibration. Section §2 presents the database of C 2 N profiles derived from generalized-SCIDAR measurements at the ORM. We also calculate the impact of the data processing error on retrieved C 2 N profiles and re-calibrate the full database following the proposed procedure in Avila & Cuevas (2009 (Kluckers et al. 1998) [see e.g.] of deriving the normalized autocovariance from a series of scintillation patterns (1000 images in ORM case). The autocovariance peaks allow the determination of C 2 N (h) using a numerical inversion. N database published until now. The dome and mirror turbulence contribution was removed from all the profiles using the procedure in Fuensalida et al. (2008) .
A set of 19 double-stars (see table 2) were selected to carry out the generalized-SCIDAR observations at the ORM. The double-stars selection was based on : (1) apparent magnitude of the primary star brighter than 6.5 and double-star magnitude difference smaller than 2.5, in order to garantee an appropiate signal-to-noise in the autocovariance peaks; (2) double-star angular separations in the range from 4.2 to 10 arcsec, to ensure that the SCIDAR maximum altitude is high enough to detect all turbulent layers. After a few months of operations showing that most of the turbulence was concentrated in low-altitude layers, we increase the range of double-star angular separation to 16.5 arcsec to better sample low-altitude turbulence structure; (3) doublestar declination in the range between 2 and 56 degrees, allowing generalized SCIDAR measurements at zenith angles shorter than 30 0 ; and (4) a variety of double-star right ascension, to allow a full monitoring of the atmospheric turbulence structure along seasons. The selected double-star systems allow to retrieved C 2 N (h) with vertical resolutions (Avila et al. 1998) [see e.g.] at ground (∆H(0)) that ranges from ∼195 to ∼1314 meters. The typical ∆H(0) for Generalized SCIDAR observations is about 1000 meters. The observations carried out at ORM are split in two groups according to ∆H(0). Hereafter Generalized SCIDAR observations obtained with a ∆H(0) lower and higher than 500 meters will be referred to as high-and low-resolution modes, respectively. Generalized SCIDAR data recorded using high vertical resolution are limited to turbulence structures up to ∼ 17 km (only ∼17% of the profiles were obtained in highvertical resolution mode), while data obtain in low vertical resolution (∆H(0) > 500 meters) reaches well above 20 km at the 1-m Jacobus Kapteyn telescope (constituting ∼83% of the profiles in the ORM database).
Recalibration to compensate the error induced in generalized-SCIDAR data processing
Due to the shift between the pupil footprints of the two stars on the detector (see Fig. 1 in García-Lorenzo & Fuensalida (2011) ) during generalized-SCIDAR observations, the derived C 2 N intensities are indeed an overestimation of the actual turbulence strength (Avila & Cuevas 2009 ). This overstimation is induced during data processing and strongly depends on the selected double-stars and the analysis planes combinations as well as on the telescope diameter. Table 2 shows the different observational configurations of Fig 1) . The turbulence strength at any altitude should be multiplied by a factor 1/(1+ǫ(h)) to compensate the error induced during the generalized-SCIDAR data processing. Table 2 includes the average 1/(1+ǫ) factor and its standard deviation, as reference of an average error induced by each configuration. Fig-ure 1 clearly shows that these errors are not negligible for most of the used observational configurations at the ORM.
The derived turbulence strength at the observatory level (∼ 2400 m) after the generalized-SCIDAR data proccessing is overestimated in a percentage factor that ranges from ∼ 11% to ∼ 34%. The C 2 N profiles recorded in high-vertical resolution mode are the most affected (see table 2 and Fig.  1 ) by the error introduced during generalized-SCIDAR data processing. A 45% overstimation between the actual and the retrieved turbulence strength at 10 km asl is found in average for high-resolution profiles, reaching a maximum error of 72%. Only 17% of the profiles in the ORM were obtained in high-vertical resolution mode. For low-vertical resolution configurations, errors in C 2 N profiles up to 10 km do not exceed 28% in any case, with a median overstimation of 18.5 %. At 18 km asl, turbulence strength in profiles retrieved using low-resolution mode presents a ∼ 20% overestimation in average of the turbulence strength.
Following Avila & Cuevas (2009), we have re-calibrated the full database of C 2 N profiles obtained at ORM multiplying the retrieved C 2 N strengths at any altitude by the calculated factor 1/(1+ǫ(h)) for each particular double-star and analysis plane combination.
IMPLICATIONS ON STATISTICAL PROFILES AND PARAMETERS DERIVED
Generalized SCIDAR observations at ORM have been taken using high-, and low-resolution modes. From Fig. 1 is clear that errors are more important in profiles obtained in highresolution mode than those derived from low-resolution observations. In order to have a view of the implications of these errors, we have derived from these profiles some statistical parameters relevant for adaptive optics purposes, namely total seeing (ǫ), boundary layer (B-L) contribution to the seeing (ǫB−L), free atmosphere (F-A) contribution to the seeing (ǫF −A), and isoplanatic angle (θ0). The derived values for these parameters before and after the recalibration of the turbulence profiles are presented in table 3. It is important to note that the boundary layer is not clearly defined in low-vertical resolution profiles because we are combining several profiles with ∆H(0) > 1000 meters. Moreover, the reader should take into account at this point that parameters derived combining profiles obtained in high-resolution mode are affected by the limitation in altitude of these profiles. In addition, there is a seasonal bias in profiles obtained using high-resolution mode (see Fig. 2 ). For these reasons, statistical values for the different parameters derived from profiles obtained in high-and low-resolution mode are not directly comparable. As we already noted, the error induced during Generalized SCIDAR data processing leads an overestimation of the turbulence intensity (Avila & Cuevas 2009) . For this reason, the seeing values (ǫ, ǫB−L, ǫF −A) derived before the recalibration of the profiles are larger than the corresponding values obtained from re-calibrated C 2 N . In the case of θ0, the error introduced by the generalized SCIDAR data processing results in an underestimation of this parameter. Figure 3 shows the average turbulence profile derived from the combination of C 2 N (h) in high- (Fig. 3a) , and low-resolution (Fig. 3b) modes before (dashed-line) and after (solid-line) the recalibration of the profiles. As it has been already shown in previous recalibrations (Avila et al. 2011; García-Lorenzo & Fuensalida 2011) , the effect of the induced error during data processing consists of an overestimation of the turbulence strength, but following the actual turbulence structure.
Generalized SCIDAR observations in high-resolution mode were obtained when the normalized autocovariance showed no evidence of high-altitude turbulence layers, but stratified turbulence at low level (the selection of this mode was subject to observer criteria and experience). Moreover, the use of high-resolution mode presents a seasonal bias according to Fig. 2 . For these reasons, the median highresolution turbulence profile (Fig. 3a) derived for ORM could not be representative of a statistical turbulence profile at this site. Fig. 3a shows the median recalibrated profile where ∼67% of the detected turbulence is concentrated at the boundary layer (B-L), being 96.6% of this turbulence located in the first 500 meters above the observatory level. A clear turbulence layer is resolved at about 5.2 km asl, that constitute about 12% of the turbulence in the median highresolution C 2 N profile (integrating C 2 N (h) from 3.4 to 7 km). The turbulence upwards 7 km asl represents only 11% of the total turbulence measured in the derived high-resolution C 2 N profile. The median low-resolution C 2 N (h) derived for ORM (Fig. 3b) presents a smoother structure in altitude compared with the high-resolution profile. 76% of the turbulence is concentrated in the B-L, while turbulence above 5 km represents only a ∼11 % of the total turbulence. A turbulence feature appears at ∼7.2 km asl with a strength at the peak of about 6×10 −18 m −2/3 . Any other turbulence layer is not clear in this median low-resolution turbulence profile, being the background turbulence at any altitude above 10 km always bellow 3.5×10 −18 m −2/3 . There is a 2 km difference in altitude for a mid-altitude (3 km < H < 10 km) turbulence layer in the median high-and low-vertical resolution profiles. This difference is well-explained taking into account the seasonal variation of the turbulence structure already reported for the Canary Islands observatories (García-Lorenzo & Fuensalida 2011; Garcia-Lorenzo et al. 2009b; García-Lorenzo et al. 2007; Fuensalida et al. 2007 ). Most of the high-vertical resolution profiles (53 %) were recorded between June and August (see Fig. 2a ): turbulence structure in these months is characterized by a relatively strong turbulence layer at ∼5-6 km asl that is stable from year to year (Garcia-Lorenzo et al. 2009b ). This turbulence layer evolves in altitude and strength along the year (García-Lorenzo & Fuensalida 2011; Garcia-Lorenzo et al. 2009b; García-Lorenzo et al. 2007; Fuensalida et al. 2007 ). The relative frequency of turbulence profiles recorded in lowvertical resolution mode ( Fig. 2b) has not a clear peak at any month, better smoothing the seasonal evolution of the turbulence structure above ORM. Table 3 . Statistical values of the atmospheric parameters derived from the generalized-SCIDAR observations obtained using highresolution (∆H < 500 meters) and low-resolution ( ∆H > 500 meters) modes . Statistical values derived from data ignoring the errors introduced by the normalization of the scintillation autocovariance in the calculation of the C 2 N (before) are compared to those obtained from profiles after multiplying by the appropiate factor to compensate such errors (after). ized SCIDAR data processing has been calculated, being more significant when using high-vertical resolution mode ( ∆H(0) < 500 meters). Following the procedure proposed by Avila & Cuevas (2009) , we have re-calibrated the full database of turbulence profiles recorded at ORM, showing the effects of theses errors in the calculation of statistical atmospheric parameters relevant for adaptive optics. Combining the corrected turbulence profiles, we have obtained the statistical high-( ∆H(0) < 500 meters) and low-vertical ( ∆H(0) > 500 meters) resolution turbulence profiles to have a view of the turbulence structure at ORM. The main conclusions that we have derived from this work can be summarized as follows.
CONCLUSIONS

High-resolution C
• The generalized SCIDAR data processing leads to an overstimation of the optical turbulence strength that it is not negligible for most of the observational configurations used at Roque de los Muchachos Observatory.
• The error introduced during the processing of the generalized SCIDAR data can drastically affect the statistical values derived for atmospheric parameters relevant for adaptive optics (namely total seeing, boundary-layer, free-atmosphere contributions and isoplanatic angle), being as large as 50 per cent for high-altitude layers in some generalized SCIDAR configurations used at ORM.
• Both the high-and low-vertical resolution profiles obtained for ORM show that most of the optical turbulence is concentrated in the first 5 km. The most intense turbulence layer is at the observatory level. A lower strength turbulence layer is detected in mid-altitude levels (4 < H < 8 km). 
